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1. Introduction 

The characteristic properties of the corneal structure provide its main functions, 

namely precise light refraction, transmission, and biomechanical stability. The cornea 

consists of five main layers, the overlying epithelium, the fibrous meshwork of Bowman’s 

layer, the stroma that composes 90% of its thickness, the Descemet’s membrane, and the 

single layer of endothelial cells. The highly organized morphological arrangement of the 

cellular and extracellular constituents of these layers, the avascular nature, and the strictly 

governed physiological hydration are all essential for maintaining optical clarity. 

The transparent architecture not only ensures adequate light transmittance but also makes 

the cornea excellently suitable for examination of its morphology with various optical 

devices. In the last decades, clinical imaging modalities for examining the living human 

cornea underwent significant development. With contemporary imaging techniques, the 

in vivo visualization of the delicate structural appearance became possible, even at the 

cellular level. Since corneal diseases are usually associated with morphological 

abnormalities, modern imaging techniques that are capable of imaging structural changes 

can contribute to a more accurate understanding of various disease processes. 

Scheimpflug imaging, in vivo confocal microscopy (IVCM), and anterior segment optical 

coherence tomography (AS-OCT) are among the current main tools for examining 

corneal microstructures and are increasingly a key part of the clinical assessment of 

corneal diseases. 

The Scheimpflug technique is a commonly used modality in corneal imaging. 

The Scheimpflug principle states that the subject plane, the lens plane, and the film planes 

are not parallel to one another, thus they intersect in a common straight line. Therefore, 

this method extends the depth of focus and enhances the sharpness of points in the image 

that are situated in different planes, while minimizing distortion across the image, which 

results in a tomogram with excellent sharpness (1). The most common Scheimpflug 

devices include Pentacam HR, which ensures noncontact imaging of the anterior segment 

from the anterior surface of the cornea to the posterior surface of the lens and provides 

cross-sectional scans. The scans are produced by a 360° rotating camera, which uses 

monochromatic blue light with 475 nm wavelength. With Pentacam HR, optical 

densitometry measurement can be performed, which means that the device can measure 

the backward corneal light scattering (2). Using the ’Cornea Densito’ software, the degree 
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and location of corneal opacities, such as corneal haze, can be quantified objectively in 

concentric rings and in different depth layers of the cornea.  

IVCM provides real-time, noninvasive visualization of living human tissues at the 

cellular level and morphological assessment of the represented structures. This device 

uses a laser light source and is based on the principle of the confocality of the object with 

the light source and the detector plane. Specifically, the illumination and the detection 

optics are focused on the same diffraction-limited spot, while the out-of-plane 

backscattered light signals are suppressed, thus, the image is contributed solely by the 

object layer present at the focal plane (3). As a consequence, the confocal technique 

provides imaging with high magnification, a lateral resolution of 1−2 µm/pixel and an 

axial resolution of 4–10 µm/pixel (3, 4). This modality allows the subsurface imaging of 

examined tissues in their native state, thus, it provides an ‘optical biopsy’. Confocal 

images present the morphological architecture in an en face plane since the plane of the 

image is parallel to the surface of the examined structure (3). IVCM is mainly used in the 

field of research on corneal pathology since it is excellent for the in vivo morphological 

visualization of all layers of the cornea in full thickness (5).  

AS-OCT is a relatively novel imaging technique for detailed analysis of the anterior 

structures of the eye including the cornea. It uses low-coherence interferometry, while the 

light reflected from the examined tissue interferes with a reference light beam, and the 

interference pattern can be measured. This results in cross-sectional images of the 

examined tissue with high resolution, which allows us to image corneal layers and 

structures in great detail. AS-OCT provides rapid acquisition speed and contactless 

imaging. Therefore, it is preferable for patients with low compliance regarding contact 

corneal examinations, such as IVCM (6). 

Accordingly, the above-mentioned contemporary imaging tools have a prominent role 

in many aspects of corneal structural examinations. These devices are beneficial in the 

investigation of the pathophysiology and course of various inflammatory or degenerative 

corneal disorders or even the impacts of surgeries. In the present thesis, the objective was 

to present innovative data obtained through the investigation of three distinct corneal 

pathologies. The common features of these diverse pathologies is that they are all 

accompanied by characteristic microstructural changes in the cornea. 
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1.1. Cross-linking therapy 

Keratoconus is a bilateral ectatic corneal disorder with progressive protrusion and 

thinning. As a consequence, irregular astigmatism and deterioration of visual acuity may 

develop (7). The most effective method to prevent ectatic progression is the application 

of minimal-invasive corneal collagen cross-linking (CXL) therapy (8). CXL utilizes the 

combination of photosensitizing riboflavin and ultraviolet-A light to form crosslinks 

between collagen fibrils, inducing increased corneal rigidity after treatment (9). 

Although, CXL is a safe and effective technique to increase the stability of the cornea in 

progressive keratoconus, it may induce stromal haze formation (8). Previous studies 

demonstrated that CXL can produce various cellular changes that might impair corneal 

transparency (10, 11). In the initial postoperative period, keratocyte apoptosis and 

edematous, hyperreflective extracellular stroma can be observed. These changes may 

persist for up to 6 months but generally resolve by 12 months after the procedure, 

followed by the disappearance of haze (11). Corneal haze can be quantified with the 

above-mentioned optical densitometry measurement. Previous studies have already 

evaluated correlations between densitometry values and postoperative outcomes, 

however, the relationship between the predictive factors of postoperative corneal haze 

formation has not been elucidated yet. Furthermore, the impact of stromal haze on the 

postoperative results is also controversial (12-14).  

 

1.2. Vernal keratoconjunctivitis  

Vernal keratoconjunctivitis (VKC) is a severe type of allergic inflammation of the 

cornea and conjunctiva that mainly affects young boys during childhood and usually 

resolves after puberty (15, 16). In general, the symptoms may persist for 4 to 8 years and 

present with seasonal exacerbations, although the perennial form is not uncommon, 

particularly in subtropical climates (15, 17-19). VKC may occur in either an active or 

quiescent form, with varying symptom severity and diversity. During the active phase, 

the disease is characterized by intense and persistent itching, tearing, photophobia, 

conjunctival redness, chemosis, and fibrinous discharge (18). Severe cases may also cause 

superficial punctate keratopathy, macro-erosions, shield ulcers, plaque formation, corneal 

scarring, and neovascularization (15, 17, 18, 20). The giant papillae in the upper tarsal 

conjunctiva and limbal gelatinous opacifications (Trantas' dots) are characteristic 
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symptoms (18, 21). Although the giant papillae become severely swollen during 

exacerbations, they may also persist in-long term during the quiescent phase of the disease 

without signs of any inflammation (16, 18). According to recent studies, even in patients 

with quiescent VKC without any inflammatory signs, some alterations can still be 

detected. These changes include overexpression of proinflammatory proteins in tear 

samples and subclinical tear film dysfunction, which may suggest a sustained 

inflammatory shift in the ocular surface milieu (22-25). To date, there are only a limited 

number of studies that have investigated corneal morphology using IVCM in VKC 

patients, and these reports have focused on morphological changes during active 

inflammation or after local therapy (26-29). Our research was the first to report data on 

the microstructural alterations that may occur during the quiescent phase of the 

disease (30). 

 

1.3. Ophthalmological aspects of nephropathic cystinosis 

Cystinosis is an autosomal recessively inherited rare lysosomal storage disease. 

The disease is caused by a mutation in the CTNS (Cystinosin, Lysosomal Cystine 

Transporter) gene, which is located at the 17p13.2 chromosome (31). The CTNS gene 

encodes for cystinosin, a transmembrane protein transporter that transports cystine amino 

acids out of the lysosome. Due to the mutation, the level of intralysosomal cystine 

progressively increases, and it forms insoluble crystals (32). These crystal deposits appear 

in different tissues and cause functional impairment of organs, particularly the kidneys 

and eyes (33, 34). Nephropathic or infantile cystinosis is the most common (accounting 

for 95% of cases) and severe phenotype (35). Children with nephropathic cystinosis 

usually require renal transplantation already in the first decade of their life (33). In this 

phenotype, the eyes are severely affected by crystal deposition (31). Although the 

deposition occurs in all ocular structures, the most notable manifestation is the 

accumulation of cystine crystals in the cornea (6). Corneal crystal deposition results in 

marked photosensitivity, blepharospasm, and dry eye, although the visual acuity usually 

remains preserved (36). IVCM is the gold standard imaging method for the quantification 

and identification of crystal deposits at the cellular level (31). Despite AS-OCT being 

faster and less inconvenient for patients, very few studies have utilized AS-OCT for the 

analysis of corneal morphology in patients with cystinosis (6, 36). In the nephropathic 
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form, by slit-lamp biomicroscopy, the crystal deposits can be detected from the age of 

16 months, and a continuous increase of the amount of deposits can be observed with age 

(36, 37). Previous studies have shown contradictory results regarding the most affected 

corneal layer by crystal deposition, however, the reason for this discrepancy has not been 

clarified yet (35, 38-40). Additionally, no prior research has investigated whether the age 

of patients has any relationship with corneal crystal morphology and arrangement. 
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2. Objectives 

The objective of my research was to investigate the corneal microstructure in different 

corneal disorders, i.e., in patients with CXL-treated keratoconus, in patients with 

quiescent vernal keratoconjunctivitis, and in patients with nephropathic cystinosis. 

In order to accomplish these objectives, the aims of the presented studies were the 

followings: 

 

1. Effects of conventional CXL therapy in progressive keratoconus 

(i). To characterize the main postoperative outcomes including corneal haze, 

curvature, and thickness during a one-year follow-up period after CXL 

treatment in patients with progressive keratoconus using a 

Scheimpflug-camera. 

(ii).  To analyse the relationship between preoperative parameters (e.g., age, 

pachymetry, and keratometry), and their postoperative changes with 

corneal flattening and haze formation, and analyse the associations 

between postoperative haze and visual outcome. 

2. Corneal microstructural alterations of patients with quiescent vernal 

keratoconjunctivitis  

(i). To analyse whether some corneal changes may be observed during the 

quiescent phase of VKC compared to normal eyes using IVCM. 

(ii).  To determine the influencing factors of the morphology and density of 

corneal Langerhans cells. 

3. Corneal alterations in nephropathic cystinosis 

(i). To analyse the corneal architecture and the characteristics of crystal 

arrangement in different corneal layers in nephropathic cystinosis using 

IVCM and AS-OCT. 

(ii).  To assess the crystal arrangement in terms of patients’ age. 
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3. Methods 

3.1. Analysis of the effects of conventional cross-linking in progressive keratoconus 

3.1.1. Study design and subjects 

The study was performed at the Department of Ophthalmology, Semmelweis 

University, with approval from the Semmelweis University Regional and Institutional 

Committee of Sciences and Research Ethics (SE-RKEB-104/2020). All involved 

participants were informed about the treatments and written consent was obtained. 

All examinations were carried out in accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of 

Helsinki. Our study included 47 patients with progressive keratoconus who underwent 

conventional CXL between 2017 and 2018. Surgical intervention was indicated when 

ectatic progression (i.e., an increase of ≥ 1.0 diopter in maximum keratometry values 

(Kmax) or a loss of ≥ two lines of best corrected distance visual acuity (BCDVA) in 1 year) 

was observed (41). The distribution of the cohort according to the severity of the 

keratoconus was demonstrated based on the Amsler-Krumeich classification (42). 

Patients under 18 years of age, those with preoperative corneal scarring, previous corneal 

hydrops or keratitis, history of any eye injury, or corneal thickness below 400 µm were 

excluded. All pre- and postoperative data were collected and analysed in a retrospective 

manner. 

 

3.1.2. Surgical procedure 

Conventional epithelium-off corneal CXL was performed by the same surgeon 

(Z.Zs.N.) according to Dresden protocol (43). Prior to surgery, 0.4% oxybuprocaine eye 

drops (Benoxi®, Unimed Pharma, Bratislava, Slovakia) were administered topically into 

the inferior conjunctival cul-de-sac. The central 8 mm diameter of the corneal epithelial 

layer was mechanically removed with a blunt spatula, and 0.1% riboflavin droplets 

(Medio-Haus Medizinprodukte GmbH, Rostock, Germany) were topically applied every 

2 minutes for the next 30 minutes. Afterward, ultraviolet-A light with a wavelength of 

370 ± 5 nm (CSO Vega CMB X Linker, CSO Scandicci, Firenze, Italy) was then directed 

onto the corneal surface from a distance of 1 cm for 30 minutes with continued 

administration of riboflavin droplets in every 2 minutes, at an irradiance of 3 mW/cm2 

intensity. Finally, topical antibiotic drops (5 mg/ml levofloxacin) were administered, and 
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a bandage was applied. In the early postoperative period, all patients were examined on 

the first day after the surgery, when the bandage was removed, and 1 week later. 

Antibiotic drops (5 mg/ml levofloxacin) were instilled five times daily during the first 

postoperative week. Following the complete re-epithelialization of the cornea, topical 

corticosteroid eye drops (1 mg/ml fluorometholone) was administered four times per day 

for one month. 

 

3.1.3. Ophthalmological examinations 

Ophthalmological examinations included uncorrected distance visual acuity 

(UCDVA) and BCDVA assessment (measured with Snellen chart and converted to 

logMAR values). Slit-lamp biomicroscopy and Scheimpflug imaging (Pentacam HR, 

Oculus Optikgeräte GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) were performed in each case before the 

surgery and at 1, 3, 6, and 12 months after the CXL procedure. The thinnest corneal 

thickness (ThCT), the Kmax, the mean keratometry values (Kmean), and the corneal 

densitometry values in different rings and depth layers were recorded. Regarding the 

Scheimpflug images, only measurements with good image quality were considered 

acceptable, as indicated by the "OK" note in the quality specification window. 

The ’Cornea Densito’ module displays a chart including the average corneal 

densitometry values given in grey scale units (GSU; 0–100 light scattering; 0: maximal 

transparency/optically clear cornea; 100: minimal transparency/total corneal 

opacification) in four concentric rings (0–2 mm; 2–6 mm; 6–10 mm; 10–12 mm) and in 

three layers in different depths. The „Anterior” layer represents the front 120 μm, while 

the „Posterior” refers to the hind 60 μm of the full corneal thickness. The „Center” layer 

provides the values between the aforementioned two layers, hence, the thickness of this 

layer varies for each patient. The "Total" layer displays the average optical density of the 

entire corneal thickness. Since different rings have different surface areas and 

thicknesses, an additional calculation was performed as follows: raw densitometry data 

in GSU were converted to GSU/cubic millimeter (GSU/mm3), as previously published by 

Nemeth et al. (44). Initially, we calculated values in GSU/mm2 with dividing raw GSU 

data of each concentric ring by its area (3.141 mm2 for ring 0–2 mm; 25.132 mm2 for ring 

2–6 mm; 50.265 mm2 for ring 6–10 mm; 34.557 mm2 for ring 10–12 mm and 78.539 mm2 

for total diameter). The values of different rings in GSU/mm2 were then divided by the 
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thickness of the appropriate layer in mm (0.12 mm for the anterior layer and 0.06 for the 

posterior layer). The thickness of the center layer was calculated by subtracting 120 µm 

and 60 µm from the total thickness which was recorded from the „Pachy apex” window 

(the X and Y coordinates of this point are 0.00) and then it was converted to mm. With this 

additional calculation, we got surface area- and thickness-corrected densitometry values 

in GSU/mm3 (cGSU). 

 

3.1.4. Statistical analysis 

The statistical analysis was carried out utilizing IBM® SPSS® Statistics 25.0 software 

(IBM Corp. ©Copyright IBM Corporation). The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was 

employed to test the normality of the variables. Based on its results, changes in UCDVA, 

BCDVA, keratometry, pachymetry, and densitometry were assessed using the 

nonparametric Friedman test. When the Friedman test yielded statistical significance, post 

hoc pairwise comparison was conducted using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare 

each time point to the baseline (i.e., baseline vs. 1 month, baseline vs. 3 months, baseline 

vs. 6 months, and baseline vs. 12 months). As these four analyses were conducted for 

each repeated testing procedure, a Bonferroni-adjusted significance level was applied for 

each comparison resulting in a significance level at p <0.0125. Additionally, a receiver 

operating characteristic (ROC) curve was plotted to identify the most characteristic 

densitometry data for corneal haze formation at the 12-month follow-up visit. 

A comparison of ROC curves was performed to test the statistical significance of the 

difference between the areas under the curves (AUC) with the method of DeLong et al. 

using MedCalc®, version 19.4.1. (MedCalc Software Ltd., Ostend, Belgium) (45). 

The Spearman's rank correlation test was utilized to identify the associations between 

preoperative parameters (age, pachymetry, and keratometry) and their postoperative 

changes, and in haze formation and corneal flattening (difference between the 

postoperative 12-month value and the preoperative value). The associations of 

postoperative visual acuity (dependent variable of interest) with the densitometry values 

(independent variable) 1 year after surgery were assessed with generalized estimating 

equations (GEE). Preoperative maximum keratometry was incorporated as a covariate in 

the regression model to adjust for potential confounding. The level of significance was 

considered at p <0.05 in all analysis, except the post hoc Wilcoxon test.  
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3.2. Examination of corneal microstructural alterations of patients with quiescent 

vernal keratoconjunctivitis  

3.2.1. Study design and subjects 

This study was conducted at the Department of Ophthalmology, Semmelweis 

University. The study protocol was approved by the Semmelweis University Regional 

and Institutional Committee of Sciences and Research Ethics (SE-RKEB-4/2019). 

All examinations were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and all 

participants were treated in an ethical, responsible, and safe manner. Informed consent 

was obtained from the parents or legal guardians of participants under the age of 18. 

A total of 20 subjects with a history of VKC were involved in this study. The severity 

of the symptoms was graded, and only patients with grade 0 (quiescent phase, 

no symptoms) were included in the study (15, 18). Patients were included if they had an 

active phase of VKC for at least two seasons in their medical history, and their last active 

phase occurred in the spring or summer season before participating in the study. Patients 

with systemic diseases, active VKC, significant dry eye requiring continuous tear 

supplementation, or any history of abnormal corneal disorders (such as keratoconus, 

scarring, neovascularization, or parakeratosis), or those who wore contact lenses were 

excluded. In the VKC group, previously prescribed local therapies included the 

combination of preservative-free artificial tear drops, topical dual-acting agents 

(olopadatine), antibiotics (tobramycin) in the case of corneal involvement, and potent 

corticosteroids (dexamethasone) as a short, pulse therapy during the severe acute 

inflammation. During the active phase, as a maintenance treatment for the prevention of 

severe recurrence, all patients used preservative-free artificial tear drops; and among 

them, 7 combined it with dual-acting agents (olopatadine), 2 with dual-acting agents and 

low potent corticosteroid (fluorometholone) and 11 with calcineurin-inhibitor 

(cyclosporine-A). At the time of the examinations, all involved patients had abstained 

from medication for at least two months. A control group of 25 healthy volunteers, 

matched by age and gender, was also enrolled. The control subjects had no history of 

systemic or ocular disease. Demographic and clinical parameters, including age, gender, 

duration of the disease, length of the quiescent phase, and personal and family history of 

atopy, were recorded for all participants. 
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3.2.2. Ophthalmological examinations 

Initially, a conventional slit-lamp biomicroscopy examination was performed to assess 

the severity of upper tarsal papillary hypertrophy using the Bonini scale (ranges from 

0 to 3: 0, no papillary reaction; 1, mild-; 2, moderate-; 3, severe papillary reaction) as 

previously published (18). Subsequently, the IVCM imaging of the cornea was performed 

using the Rostock Cornea Module of Heidelberg Retina Tomograph-III (Heidelberg 

Engineering GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany) with a 400 µm field of view lens. Prior to the 

examination, 0.4% oxybuprocaine (Benoxi®, Unimed Pharma, Bratislava, Slovakia) was 

instilled locally in the lower cul-de-sac. A sterile polymethyl methacrylate cap 

(TomoCap®, Heidelberg Engineering GmbH) was placed over the microscope lens and 

one drop of artificial tear gel (0.2% carbomer, Vidisic®, Chem.-pharm.Fabrik GmbH, 

Brunsbütteler, Berlin, Germany, Bausch&Lomb) was applied on the top to ensure airless 

contact. The instrument's section mode was utilized to record images of each layer in the 

full thickness of the central cornea, from the epithelium to the endothelium. Each IVCM 

image represented an en face section of the cornea with a resolution of 384 × 384 pixels 

covering a 0.4 × 0.4 mm2 area.  

 

3.2.3. Image analysis 

In order to eliminate inter-observer variability, IVCM images were analysed by the 

same examiner (A.Cs.) in a masked manner. The in-built Cell Count function was used 

to assess the cell density (number of cells/mm2) of the epithelial wing and basal cells, 

Langerhans cells (LCs), keratocytes in the anterior, middle, and posterior stromal layer, 

and endothelium, after manually marking the cells. Three high-contrast, nonoverlapping 

images representing a single corneal layer were selected and analysed from the different 

layers. Then, the cell density values of the three records were averaged. ACCMetrics 

software (version 2.0; University of Manchester, Manchester, UK) was used to analyse 

the morphology of the subbasal nerve plexus (SBNP). This software automatically 

quantifies the following nerve fiber parameters: corneal nerve fiber density (CNFD, the 

number of fibers/mm2); corneal nerve fiber length (CNFL, the total length of nerves 

mm/mm2); corneal nerve fiber total branch density (CTBD, the total number of branch 

points/mm2) and corneal nerve fiber width (CNFW, the average nerve fiber width 

mm/mm2). A set of nonoverlapping images with good quality (between 3–13) including 
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the SBNP was selected per eye and was analysed by using multiple image analysis mode. 

For each eye, the data from the image with the highest CNFL value was selected (46). 

Using that certain image, the tortuosity of SBNP was evaluated according to the 

previously published Oliveira-Soto and Efron score on a scale from 0 to 4 (47). 

The presence of microscopic signs of ocular inflammation was also in the focus of our 

investigation. LCs were identified as hyperreflective corpuscular structures with or 

without dendritic processes located at the level of basal epithelium and at the SBNP. 

Three nonoverlapping images representing LCs were selected for evaluation. 

The morphology of LCs (LCM) was assessed according to a 0–3 scale as previously 

published as follows: score 0, no LCs are represented; score 1, LCs without processes; 

score 2, LCs with small processes and score 3, LCs with long processes (48-51). The same 

three images were employed for the analysis of LCs density (LCD), and an average value 

was calculated for each participant. Quantification of certain parameters of LC 

morphology was also performed using the Image J software (version 1.53c, National 

Institutes of Health, USA). To determine the size of the LCs, the Langerhans cell field 

(LCF) area (µm2) was calculated. This measurement is indicative of the size of the cell 

body and the dendrite length and was obtained by measuring the polygon area formed by 

connecting the outermost endpoints of the dendrites of each LC (52, 53). For this 

measurement, a systematic approach was used to prevent any potential bias in the 

selection of LCs. LCs were scored and quantified in a consecutive manner, beginning 

from the top left-hand corner of the IVCM image, until a maximum of 20 unique corneal 

LCs per participant were identified, as previously described (52). Leukocyte occurrence 

was assessed in both the epithelium and anterior stroma (3, 54). Additionally, signs of 

keratocyte activation (larger size, round shape, higher reflectivity of cell nucleus, and 

inhomogeneous background reflectivity) in the anterior stroma were evaluated. 

 

3.2.4. Statistical analysis 

The statistical analysis was performed using IBM® SPSS® Statistics 27.0 software 

(IBM Corp. ©Copyright IBM Corporation). A Chi-square test was utilized to evaluate 

the gender ratio between VKC patients and the control group. The normality of the 

variables was tested using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Differences in variables between the 

VKC and control group were analysed using the independent t-test for normally 
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distributed data and the Mann-Whitney U test for nonnormally distributed data. In the 

VKC group, a regression analysis was conducted to determine the associations between 

the density and morphology of LCs (dependent parameters) and associated factors via 

GEE. Age, gender, personal or family history of atopy, length of the quiescent phase, 

disease duration, and the severity of papillary hypertrophy were supposed to be the 

potential associated factors. Initially, univariable modeling was conducted to identify 

variables that displayed a significant association with the dependent parameter. 

Subsequently, all variables that were found to be significantly associated were 

incorporated as covariates in the regression model. Variables were retained in the model 

if they were associated with a p-value less than 0.05. For all statistical analyses, the 

statistical significance level was defined as p <0.05. 

 

3.3. Examination of the corneal alterations in nephropathic cystinosis 

3.3.1. Study design and subjects 

A cross-sectional study was carried out at the Department of Ophthalmology, 

Semmelweis University with the approval of the Semmelweis University Regional and 

Institutional Committee of Sciences and Research Ethics (SE-RKEB-224/2018). Prior to 

participation, all individuals were informed about the details of the study and written 

consent was obtained from either the patients or the parents or legal guardians of 

participants under 18 years of age. The study adhered to the principles of the Declaration 

of Helsinki. 

In our study, six patients diagnosed with nephropathic cystinosis, consisting of 4 males 

and 2 females ranging in age from 8 to 36 years were included. All enrolled patients had 

been diagnosed with nephropathic cystinosis previously and had corneal crystals 

observed during a slit-lamp examination. All subjects were receiving oral cysteamine 

bitartrate (Cystagon®, Orphan Europe S.A.R.L., Puteaux, France) as a systemic treatment 

and were also regularly applied topical 0.1% cysteamine hydrochloride (CH) eye drops 

(obtained from the University Pharmacy Department of Pharmacy Administration, 

Budapest, Hungary) once to four times daily. 
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3.3.2. Ophthalmological examinations 

Initially, all patients underwent a comprehensive ophthalmological examination, 

which included an assessment of BCDVA (measured with a Snellen chart and converted 

to logMAR values) followed by slit-lamp biomicroscopy. Subsequently, patients 

underwent AS-OCT examinations using AngioVue OCT (RTVue-XR, Avanti, Optovue, 

Fremont, CA, USA), which provided 12 × 9 mm scans with an axial resolution of 5 µm 

and a transversal resolution of 15 µm. Finally, IVCM analysis of the central cornea was 

performed with the Rostock Cornea Module of Heidelberg Retina Tomograph-III 

(Heidelberg Engineering GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany), with the same method as 

previously described in section 3.2.2. 

 

3.3.3. Image and data analysis 

On the AS-OCT images, the depth of crystal deposition (DCD) was measured with the 

caliper function. This means that the distance from the anterior corneal surface to the 

deepest point of crystal deposition at the center of the cornea was determined. 

The software automatically measured central corneal thickness (CCT) values, which were 

derived from the pachymetry map. On the IVCM images, the crystal density (CD) was 

quantified using a CD scoring system according to Labbé et al. as previously published 

(36). The CD was evaluated based on standard images in the following four different 

corneal layers: epithelium, anterior stroma, posterior stroma, and endothelium. Each 

image was graded from 0 to 4 (graded from 0 to 4: 0, no crystal; 1, <25%; 2, 25% to 50%; 

3, 50% to 75%; 4, >75%; the percentage was determined based on the quotient of the area 

affected by crystal deposition and the whole field of each image). The CD for one corneal 

layer represented the mean of five separate, nonoverlapping images. The values of DCD 

and CD were evaluated for patients of different ages. Due to the low number of patients, 

no statistical analysis was performed. 
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4. Results 

4.1. Effects of conventional cross-linking therapy in progressive keratoconus  

4.1.1. Patients’ characteristics 

This study involved 47 eyes of 47 patients with keratoconus who underwent 

conventional CXL therapy, including 35 male and 12 female subjects with a mean age of 

26.72 ± 6.03 (range, 18–38) years before CXL. All involved patients were Caucasian. 

Regarding the distribution of keratoconus severity, the cohort was comprised of 21 eyes 

(44.7%) in stage I, 19 eyes (40.4%) in stage II, and 7 eyes (14.9%) in stage III (42). During 

the follow-up period, no ophthalmological complications were observed as a result of the 

CXL surgery. 

 

4.1.2. Postoperative outcomes 

The Friedman test showed statistically significant changes in both UCDVA and 

BCDVA after CXL (all p <0.001). In terms of UCDVA, a significant difference was 

observed at 1 month compared to baseline (post hoc p = 0.005). At 1-, 3-, and 6-month, 

BCDVA was lower compared to the preoperative values (post hoc p >0.0125), but the 

difference was statistically significant only also at the first postoperative month (post hoc 

p = 0.005). At 12 months, there was no significant difference compared to the baseline 

value neither in UCDVA nor in BCDVA (post hoc p = 0.041 and p = 0.438) (Table 1). 

The Friedman test demonstrated significant changes in Kmax, Kmean, and ThCT values 

postoperatively (all p-values <0.001). Post hoc analysis revealed a significant increase in 

the Kmax value 1 month after surgery, with a peak value of 57.15 ± 5.74 diopters (D), 

compared to the preoperative value of 56.41 ± 5.41 D (post hoc p <0.001). Thereafter, 

keratometry readings began to decrease. At the 1-year follow-up, Kmax values decreased 

significantly to 55.35 ± 5.18 D compared to baseline (post hoc p <0.001). Change in Kmean 

showed a similar trend with significant changes at 3, 6, and 12 months (post hoc 

p <0.001). The average decrease in Kmax value (ΔKmax) was -1.05 ± 1.13 D, and it 

was -0.71 ± 0.78 D in Kmean during the follow-up period. A significant decrease in ThCT 

was observed in all postoperative months examined compared to the preoperative value 

(all post hoc p-values <0.001), with an average decrease of -15.5 ± 15.19 µm observed 

one year after treatment (Table 1).  
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Table 1. Uncorrected- and best corrected distance visual acuity (UCDVA and BCDVA, logMAR), thinnest 

corneal pachymetry (ThCT, µm), maximum and mean keratometry (Kmax and Kmean, diopters) at certain 

follow-up visits. *Statistically significant difference compared to baseline (Bonferroni-adjusted post hoc 

p-value <0.0125). Data are shown as mean ± standard deviation. 

Variables Preoperative 
Postoperative 

1 months 3 months 6 months 12 months 

BCDVA 

(logMAR) 
0.16 ± 0.2 0.23 ± 0.21* 0.18 ± 0.19 0.18 ± 0.18 0.13 ± 0.2 

UCDVA 

(logMAR) 
0.56 ± 0.38 0.64 ± 0.35* 0.56 ± 0.35 0.55 ± 0.34 0.51 ± 0.32 

ThCT 

(µm) 
476.49 ± 34.57 444.3 ± 38.88* 

451.39 ± 
37.75* 

455.11 ± 
36.52* 

460.94 ± 
35.74* 

Kmax (D) 56.41 ± 5.41 57.15 ± 5.74* 56.01 ± 6.03 55.75 ± 5.67 55.35 ± 5.18* 

Kmean (D) 47.47 ± 3.49 47.54 ±3.87 46.93 ± 3.64* 46.81 ± 3.61* 46.76 ±3.31* 

 

Table 2 summarizes the mean cGSU values at different follow-up visits. The Friedman 

test revealed statistically significant changes in densitometry values of the anterior, 

center, and total layers of the 0–2 mm, 2–6 mm, and 6–10 mm rings after CXL 

(all p-values <0.001). Further analysis with the Wilcoxon test showed that cGSU values 

in the anterior, center, and total layers of the 0–2 mm and 2–6 mm rings were significantly 

increased at all postoperative visits (all post hoc p-values <0.0125). In the 6–10 mm ring, 

a significant increase in cGSU was found in the anterior layer at 1-, and 3-month-visit (all 

post hoc p <0.001) and in the center and total layers at all follow-up visits (post hoc 

p <0.0125). A peak in densitometry values was revealed 3 months after CXL in the most 

central zone and after 1 month in the 2–6 mm and 6–10 mm rings. Subsequently, the 

densitometry values began to decrease. Regarding the different corneal layers, the 

Friedman test showed significant changes in total densitometry of the anterior, center, 

and total layers (all p <0.001). Post hoc analysis revealed that densitometry values of 

these layers were significantly increased at all postoperative visits (all post hoc p <0.001) 

with an exception of the total densitometry of the center layer at 12 months (post hoc 

p = 0.079). Densitometry values in the remaining zones did not change significantly after 

CXL (all post hoc p >0.0125). 
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Table 2. Corrected densitometry values in grey scale unit per cubic millimeter (GSU/mm3) at all postoperative months. *Statistically significant difference compared to 

baseline (Bonferroni-adjusted p-value <0.0125). †p-values of Friedman tests. ††Post hoc p-value of 12-month data compared to baseline. Data are shown as 

mean ± standard deviation. 

Variables Preoperative 
Postoperative 

p† p†† 
1 months 3 months 6 months 12 months 

A
n
te

ri
o
r 

0–2 mm 79.29 ± 6.75 107.45 ± 17.86* 113.55 ± 21.8* 104.27 ± 16.86* 100.64 ± 14.06* < 0.001 < 0.001 

2–6 mm 8.45 ± 0.66 11.07 ± 1.35* 10.71 ± 1.12* 9.76 ± 1.13* 9.4 ± 0.84* < 0.001 < 0.001 

6–10 mm 3.39 ± 0.37 3.83 ± 0.63* 3.56 ± 0.41* 3.42 ± 0.37 3.42 ± 0.36 < 0.001 = 0.17 

10–12 mm 6.54 ± 1.87 6.23 ± 2.05 6.27 ± 2.09 6.27 ± 1.74 6.45 ± 2.23 = 0.895  

Total 2.63 ± 0.24 3.17 ± 0.37* 3.13 ± 0.36* 2.93 ± 0.33* 2.87 ± 0.31* < 0.001 < 0.001 

C
en

te
r 

0–2 mm 18.74 ± 2.41 25.49 ± 5.93* 26.17 ± 8.23* 22.98 ± 5.23* 22.26 ± 9.68* < 0.001 < 0.001 

2–6 mm 1.98 ± 0.27 2.63 ± 0.53* 2.49 ± 0.58* 2.24 ± 0.36* 2.12 ± 0.33* < 0.001 < 0.001 

6–10 mm 0.89 ± 0.13 1.07 ± 0.27* 1.0 ± 0.18* 0.96 ± 1.16* 0.93 ± 0.15* < 0.001 = 0.003 

10–12 mm 1.83 ± 0.53 1.86 ± 0.46 1.92 ± 0.64 1.94 ± 0.56 1.85 ± 0.5 = 0.119  

Total 0.66 ± 0.08 0.82 ± 0.18* 0.79 ± 0.17* 0.74 ± 0.13* 0.66 ± 0.08 < 0.001 = 0.079 

P
o
st

er
io

r 

0–2 mm 67.88 ± 9.33 68.98 ± 9.39 71.65 ± 13.7 66.73 ± 9.49 67.68 ± 9.03 = 0.418  

2–6 mm 8.50 ± 0.78 10.09 ± 9.82 8.61 ± 0.74 8.24 ± 0.82 8.27 ± 0.64 = 0.032 = 0.039 

6–10 mm 4.24 ± 0.63 4.32 ± 0.78 4.23 ± 0.59 4.12 ± 0.51 4.16 ± 0.49 = 0.439  

10–12 mm 8.43 ± 0.94 8.37 ± 1.99 8.2 ± 1.89 8.43 ± 1.83 8.61 ± 1.96 = 0.451  

Total 2.86 ± 0.33 2.89 ± 0.38 92.87 ± 0.32 2.8 ± 0.29 2.83 ± 0.26 = 0.659  

T
o
ta

l 

0–2 mm 13.25 ± 1.34 17.34 ± 3.92* 18.3 ± 3.92* 16.54 ± 2.81* 15.94 ± 3.02* < 0.001 < 0.001 

2–6 mm 1.46 ± 0.14 1.89 ± 0.28* 1.88 ± 0.28* 1.65 ± 0.21* 1.58 ± 0.16* < 0.001 < 0.001 

6–10 mm 0.64 ± 0.07 0.74 ± 0.15* 0.69 ± 0.08* 0.67 ± 0.08* 0.66 ± 0.07* < 0.001 = 0.007 

10–12 mm 1.27 ± 0.33 1.33 ± 0.42 1.29 ± 0.38 1.29 ± 0.33 1.32 ± 0.38 = 0.473  

Total 0.47 ± 0.05 0.57 ± 0.1* 0.56 ± 0.08* 0.52 ± 0.07* 0.51 ± 0.06* < 0.001 < 0.001 
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4.1.3. Postoperative outcomes and associated parameters 

For ROC analysis, significantly increased corrected densitometry data at 12 months 

were used from the central rings mostly affected by CXL (anterior, center, and total layer 

of 0–2 mm and of 2–6 mm rings). The ROC curve analysis revealed that the corrected 

densitometry in the anterior layer of the 0–2 mm ring (cGSU-0-2A) was the most 

characteristic parameter of corneal densitometry changes one year after CXL with an 

AUC of 0.936. AUC of cGSU-0-2A was statistically significant compared to other AUCs 

(cGSU-0-2C, p <0.001; cGSU-0-2T, p <0.001; cGSU-2-6A, p <0.001; cGSU-2-6C, 

p <0.001 and cGSU-2-6T, p <0.001, respectively) (Figure 1). Thus, the data of the 

cGSU-0-2A region were hereinafter used to examine the relationship between 

preoperative data and densitometry values. The average increase in densitometry of this 

region was 21.35 ± 14.69 cGSU/mm3 as compared to the baseline. 

 

Figure 1. Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve analysis of densitometry data in different regions. 

ROC analysis determined corrected densitometry data in anterior layer of 0–2 mm ring (cGSU-0-2A) as 

the most sensitive parameter of corneal densitometry changes after cross-linking (CXL). All significantly 

increased corrected densitometry data at 12 months from the central rings mostly affected by CXL were 

plotted, i.e., anterior, center and total layers of 0–2 mm and of 2–6 mm rings (cGSU-0-2A, cGSU-0-2C, 

cGSU-0-2T and cGSU-2-6A, cGSU-2-6C, cGSU-2-6T). Comparison of AUCs showed AUC of 

cGSU-0-2A was statistically significant compared to other AUCs (p-values are shown for corresponding 

parameters). Own representation, published in (55). 
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After analysing the relationship between the changes in densitometry (ΔcGSU-0-2A) 

and the preoperative parameters, a moderate but statistically significant correlation 

between the changes in haze in this region and preoperative Kmax has been found one year 

after CXL (R = 0.303, p = 0.038) as shown in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2. Relationship between the changes in haze 12 months after treatment (ΔcGSU-0-2A, GSU/mm3) 

and preoperative maximum keratometry (Kmax, diopters). Statistically significant correlation was found 

between ΔcGSU-0-2A and preoperative Kmax. Own representation, published in (55). 
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At postoperative 12 months, there was a moderate significant negative correlation 

between ΔcGSU-0-2A and ΔKmax (R = -0.412, p = 0.004) as shown in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. Relationship between changes in densitometry at 12 months (ΔcGSU-0-2A, GSU/mm3) and 

changes in maximum keratometry (ΔKmax, diopters). Higher decrease in Kmax (i.e., corneal flattening) is 

associated with greater increase of densitometry. Own representation, published in (55). 

 

No correlation was observed between ΔcGSU-0-2A and preoperative ThCT 

(R = -0.022, p = 0.885) nor between ΔcGSU-0-2A and changes in thinnest corneal 

thickness (ΔThCT) (R = -0.27, p = 0.066). Age did not have any significant effect either 

on cGSU-0-2A at postoperative 12 months (R = 0.177, p = 0.233) or on ΔcGSU-0-2A 

(R = 0.097, p = 0.514). The analysis of the effect of preoperative values on corneal 

flattening revealed a significant negative correlation between ΔKmax and preoperative 

Kmax readings (R = -0.302, p = 0.038), as shown in Figure 4. Although, no correlation has 

been found between ΔKmax and preoperative ThCT (R = 0.094, p = 0.53) nor between 

ΔKmax and ΔThCT (R = 0.147, p = 0.32).   
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Figure 4. Changes in maximum keratometry (ΔKmax, diopters) at 12 months significantly correlated with 

preoperative maximum keratometry (Kmax, diopters). Own representation, published in (55). 

 

The result of GEE analysis indicated that postoperative densitometry (cGSU-0-2A) 

has a significant effect both on postoperative UCDVA (β coefficient = 0.006, p = 0.041) 

and postoperative BCDVA (β coefficient = 0.003, p = 0.039) after adjusting for the 

preoperative Kmax readings (β coefficient = 0.026, p <0.001 and β coefficient = 0.018, 

p <0.001, respectively). These results are summarized in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Results of generalized estimating equations adjusted for preoperative Kmax readings to determine 

the relationship between postoperative corneal haze (cGSU-0-2A, GSU/mm3) and postoperative 

uncorrected and best corrected distance visual acuity (UCDVA and BCDVA, logMAR). 

 
UCDVA BCDVA 

β coefficient p-value β coefficient p-value 

cGSU-0-2A 0.006 0.041 0.003 0.039 

Kmax 0.026 <0.001 0.018 <0.001 
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4.2. Corneal microstructural alterations of patients with quiescent vernal 

keratoconjunctivitis 

4.2.1. Patients’ characteristics 

In our study, 20 right eyes of 20 subjects with quiescent VKC (mean age of 

12.45 ± 2.95 years, male:female ratio: 18:2) and 25 eyes of 25 healthy individuals as 

control (mean age of 12.64 ± 3.06 years, male:female ratio: 21:4) were involved. 

There were no significant differences between the VKC group and the control group 

regarding the age or gender distribution of the participants (p = 0.41 and p = 0.56, 

respectively). The average disease duration of VKC patients was 63.55 ± 25.94 months, 

while the average length of the quiescent phase was 5.25 ± 1.52 months. Prior to 

examinations, treatment-free periods ranged between 2 and 7 months. In the VKC group, 

personal history of atopy was recorded in 65% of cases. All included patients in the study 

were Caucasians (Table 4). 

 

Table 4. Patients’ characteristics. SD = standard deviation. 

Variables 
Vernal 

keratoconjunctivitis 
Controls p-value 

Number 20 25 − 

Age (mean ± SD, (range), years) 12.45 ± 2.95       
(8–17) 

12.64 ± 3.06     
(6–18) 

0.41 

Gender (male:female) 18:2 21:4 0.56 

Disease duration (mean ± SD, 
(range), months) 

63.55 ± 25.94   
(22–108) 

− − 

Length of quiescent phase 

(mean ± SD, (range), months) 
5.25 ± 1.52         

(2–7) 
− − 

Personal history of atopy (n, %) 13 (65%) No − 

Family history of atopy (n, %) 10 (50%) 4 (16%) − 

 

4.2.2. Slit-lamp biomicroscopy and corneal alterations 

At the time of the visit, all patients were free of ocular signs and symptoms, and upon 

slit-lamp biomicroscopy, no signs of conjunctival hyperemia, conjunctival secretion, 

corneal involvement, or limbal Trantas' dots were observed. The cohort was comprised 

of 3 eyes (15%) with grade 0; 9 eyes (45%) with grade 1; 2 eyes (10%) with grade 2 and 

6 eyes (30%) with grade 3 according to the Bonini scale with a mean severity of tarsal 

papillary hypertrophy of 1.55 ± 1.09.  
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IVCM examination was successfully performed on all patients. The results showed 

that there were no significant differences in epithelial, keratocyte, and endothelial cell 

densities between the groups in all layers. Additionally, no significant difference could 

be detected in SBNP parameters between VKC and control groups (all p-values >0.05). 

LCs were identified in 80% of VKC patients and 76% of healthy subjects. In terms of the 

density of LCs, the mean LCD was 44.03 ± 32.86 cells/mm2 in the VKC group, while the 

control group had a mean LCD of 20.68 ± 13.69 cells/mm2; the difference was statistically 

significant (p = 0.005). Analysis of LCM showed that not only the LCD but also the 

proportion of LCs with longer processes was significantly increased in VKC patients 

(p <0.001) (Figure 5), as compared to healthy controls. Additionally, the LCF was 

significantly higher in the VKC group than in the control group (p <0.001). There were 

no leukocytes observed and no signs of keratocyte activation were found in any patients 

(Table 5).  

 

Figure 5. Representative confocal microscopy images of Langerhans cells (LCs) in the central cornea in a 

healthy normal patient (A) and in patients with vernal keratoconjunctivitis (VKC) (B, C). Note that some 

immature LCs (score 1 LC is indicated by the arrow) can be seen in the healthy cornea (A). Density of LCs 

is significantly larger in the VKC group than that in normal patients (B, C). LCs with small processes (arrow 

shows a score 2 LC) are presented in high density (B). LCs with long, interdigitating processes can be 

observed indicating mature form (arrow pointing at a score 3 LC) (C). Bar indicates 50 µm. Own images, 

published in (30). 
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Table 5. Results of in vivo corneal confocal microscopy. Data are displayed as mean ± standard deviation. 

CNFD = corneal nerve fiber density, CNFL = corneal nerve fiber length, CTBD = corneal nerve fiber total 

branch density, CNFW = corneal nerve fiber width. Significance level was set at p <0.05. *Statistically 

significant difference. 

Variables 
Vernal 

keratoconjunctivitis 
Controls p-value 

Epithelium (cell/mm2) 

Wing cell density 5230.2 ± 583.04 
5521.5 ± 
521.39 

0.08 

Basal cell density 8571.29 ± 710.72 
8405.99 ± 

756.53 
0.46 

Subbasal nerve plexus 

CNFD (number of 

fibers/mm2) 
16.16 ± 10.21 17.05 ± 8.48 0.65 

CNFL (length of nerves 

mm/mm2) 
10.47 ± 2.99 12.39 ± 3.40 0.054 

CTBD (number of branch 

points/mm2) 
31.276 ± 19.83 28.16 ± 19.43 0.44 

CNFW (nerve fiber width 

mm/mm2) 
0.02 ± 0.002 0.02 ± 0.002 0.45 

Tortuosity (grade) 0.65 ± 0.67 0.36 ± 0.57 0.17 

Keratocyte cell density (cell/mm2) 

Anterior stroma 813.8 ± 94.17 
799.49 ± 
124.77 

0.67 

Mid stroma 340.12 ± 44.65 350.56 ± 63.55 0.54 

Posterior stroma 355.87 ± 64.68 346.41 ± 60.16 0.61 

Endothelial cell density 

(cell/mm2) 
3116.03 ± 187.61 

3215.19 ± 
189.98 

0.08 

Leukocytes (cell/mm2) 

Epithelium Not observed  

Anterior stroma Not observed  

Langerhans cell density 

(cell/mm2) 
44.03 ± 32.86 20.68 ± 13.69 0.005* 

Langerhans cell morphology 

(score) 
2.02 ± 0.61 1.04 ± 0.06 <0.001* 

Langerhans cell field (µm2) 1513.52 ± 830.85 154.44 ± 48.56 <0.001* 

Keratocyte activation Not observed  

 

4.2.3. Influencing factors of Langerhans cell morphology and cell density  

The results of univariable GEE regression analysis showed that both the gender and 

the severity of papillary hypertrophy showed significant association with the LCD and 

with the LCF. However, age, personal or family history of atopy, length of the quiescent 

phase, and disease duration did not show any impact on it. After performing multivariable 
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regression analysis, only the severity of papillary hypertrophy remained significant 

(β-coefficient: 19.541, p <0.001 and β-coefficient: 595.255, p <0.001, respectively). 

Regarding the LCM, only the severity of papillary hypertrophy showed a significant 

impact (β-coefficient: 0.283, p <0.001) (Table 6).  

 

Table 6. Regression analysis of the possible associated factors and their significance on the density and 

morphology of LCs. Significance level was set at p <0.05. 

Variables 

Langerhans cell 

density 

Langerhans cell 

morphology 
Langerhans cell field 

β-

coefficient 
p-value 

β-

coefficient 
p-value 

β-

coefficient 
p-value 

Age 3.136 0.12 -0.001 0.98 11.61 0.872 

Gender  32.815 0.01 -0.260 0.08 -591.946 0.002 

Personal 

history of 

atopy 

22.982 0.08 0.259 0.48 635.589 0.55 

Family 

history of 

atopy 

6.833 0.63 -0.348 0.22 50.274 0.893 

Length of 

quiescent 

phase 

-4.956 0.19 -0.044 0.68 -23.787 0.819 

Disease 

duration 
0.368 0.14 0.007 0.08 3.271 0.63 

Severity of 

papillary 

hypertrophy 

19.541 <0.001 0.283 <0.001 595.255 <0.001 

 

4.3. Corneal alterations in nephropathic cystinosis 

4.3.1. Patients’ characteristics 

In our study, 12 eyes of 6 patients with nephropathic cystinosis were involved. 

The group included three children (2 boys and 1 girl, aged 8, 12, and 15 years) and three 

adults (2 men and 1 woman, aged 24, 26, and 36 years). The three patients under 18 years 

old were siblings. Despite the three adults and the oldest child having undergone renal 

transplantation previously, all involved subjects were in good general health, and the 

majority of them had good visual acuity. We observed diffuse crystal deposition 

throughout the entire cornea by slit-lamp biomicroscopy in each case (Figure 6). 

No detectable sign of corneal edema or scarring was observed in Patient 1–5. However, 
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in Patient 6, bilateral corneal scarring and plaque-like band keratopathy on the left cornea 

were found as a late-onset complication of corneal involvement, which explains her low 

visual acuity and high corneal thickness (674 µm). The mean CCT in the remained 

11 eyes of 6 examined patients was 582.45 ± 25.91 µm. The clinical characteristics of the 

patients are summarized in Table 7. 

 

Figure 6. Representative slit-lamp image of a patient with nephropathic cystinosis with diffuse crystal 

deposition in the cornea.  

 

Table 7. Clinical characteristics of patients with nephropathic cystinosis. BCDVA = best corrected distance 

visual acuity (logMAR). 

Patient 
Age 

(years) 
Gender 

Renal 

transplantation 
Eye 

BCDVA 

(logMAR) 

1 8 male no 
right 0.0 

left 0.0 

2 12 male no 
right 0.0 

left 0.0 

3 15 female yes 
right 0.0 

left 0.0 

4 24 male yes 
right 0.0 

left 0.0 

5 26 male yes 
right 0.0 

left 0.0 

6 36 female yes 
right 1.0 

left 1.0 
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4.3.2. Corneal architecture, characteristics of crystal arrangement and age-related 

alterations 

AS-OCT images revealed the deposition of hyperreflective crystals extending from 

limbus to limbus in all patients. No DCD measurement was performed in the case of 

Patient 6 due to the corneal scarring appearing as a hyperreflective area on AS-OCT 

scans, exact differentiation of hyperreflective crystals from scarred areas was not feasible. 

AS-OCT scans demonstrated that the crystal deposits are located deeper with increasing 

age (Figure 7A–E). In younger children, mainly the anterior stroma is involved 

(Figure 7A–B), whereas in the oldest child (15 years old) the majority of the deposits 

affected both the anterior and middle stroma as well (Figure 7C). In pediatric patients, no 

crystals were observed in the posterior parts. However, in adults, the crystal deposition 

mainly involved the posterior two-thirds of the corneal stroma (Figure 7D–E).  
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Figure 7. Anterior segment optical coherence tomography scans of the cornea in nephropathic cystinosis 

in ascending order with age. In children, the anterior stroma is predominantly involved in crystal deposition 

(A–C). In Patient 3, the crystal location is deeper, but the posterior stroma is still not affected (C). 

On the contrary, in adults the crystals are mostly located in the posterior stroma (D–E). Own images, 

published in (56).  
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In children, the mean DCD was 353.17 ± 49.23 µm, while in adults it was 

555.75 ± 25.27 µm. The DCD values were plotted against the age of the subjects as shown 

in Figure 8. According to the graph, the two eyes are showing similar values, and a 

tendency for the localization of the age-related crystal deposition can be observed.  

 

Figure 8. Depth of crystal deposition (DCD) measured on anterior segment optical coherence tomography 

images. DCD values show an increasing tendency with age. In all patients available for the measurement 

the DCD values were symmetrical in both eyes that is observable on the distribution of the plot. 

Own representation, published in (56). 

 

Concerning the IVCM images, the crystals appeared as hyperreflective, sharply 

defined, elongated structures with varying sizes and shapes. The crystals were randomly 

oriented without any differentiation and could be observed throughout the full thickness 

of the cornea with the exception of the endothelium. Regarding the epithelial layer, short 

and thin deposits were seen extracellularly in nine eyes of five patients. The mean CD of 

the epithelium was 1.47 ± 1.17 (median: 1.5; interquartile range (IQR): 0.3–2.4). 

All examined patients had crystals in the entire corneal stroma. Narrow and needle-

shaped deposits were found mainly in the anterior stroma in the three involved children. 

Keratocytes could not be detected in these images as shown in Figure 9A. In children, the 

mean CD in the anterior stroma was 3.37 ± 0.34 (median: 3.4; IQR: 3.25–3.55). In adults, 

aggregated, thick and long crystals were observed in the anterior stroma surrounded by 

homogeneous, acellular hyporeflective regions (Figure 9C). The mean CD in the anterior 
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stroma of adults was 1.23 ± 0.23 (median: 1.2; IQR: 1.05–1.35). The CD in the anterior 

stroma was found to be greater in younger patients compared to older subjects 

(Figure 10). Analysis of IVCM images of the posterior corneal stroma of children showed 

that the crystals were narrower, keratocyte nuclei were seen clearly, and normal stromal 

structure was detected with a mean CD of 0.76 ± 0.49 (median: 0.7; IQR: 0.4–1.15) 

(Figure 9B). It was not possible to determine whether the crystals are intra- or 

extracellularly-located since the cell borders of keratocytes were not visible. In adults, the 

highest crystal density was found in the posterior stroma with a mean CD of 3.63 ± 0.29 

(median: 3.7; IQR: 3.45–3.8) (Figure 10). Only the crystals could be detected in this layer, 

and no other cells (Figure 9D). The endothelium was spared and had an intact structure 

in each case. Data of DCD and CD values in different corneal layers are summarized in 

Table 8. 

 

Figure 9. In vivo confocal microscopy images showing different stromal arrangement of the deposits. 

In children, many deposits are in the anterior stroma (A). The posterior stroma is intact in children: few 

crystals and many keratocytes are visible (B). On the contrary, few crystals are aggregated in the anterior 

stroma of adults (C), whereas their posterior stroma has high crystal density (D). Own images, published 

in (56). 
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Figure 10. Crystal density (CD) of anterior and posterior stroma. Semiquantitative analysis of deposits 

showed higher density in the anterior stroma in children and higher density in the posterior stroma in adults. 

▲ CD in the anterior stroma; ○ CD in the posterior stroma. Own representation, published in (56). 

 

Table 8. Central corneal thickness (CCT) in µm, depth of crystal deposition (DCD) in µm and crystal 

density (CD) values in the study subjects. The CD values were derived from five measurements in the given 

area. 

Patient Eye CCT DCD 

CD 

Epithelium 
Anterior 

stroma 

Posterior 

stroma 
Endothelium 

1 
right 613 329 1.6 3.4 0.4 0.0 

left 627 291 1.2 2.8 0.2 0.0 

2 
right 611 317 1.4 3.2 1.0 0.0 

left 583 369 2.4 3.8 0.4 0.0 

3 
right 582 392 3.2 3.4 1.2 0.0 

left 550 421 2.4 3.6 1.4 0.0 

4 
right 564 552 0.0 1.2 4.0 0.0 

left 554 585 0.4 1.0 3.8 0.0 

5 
right 555 562 2.0 1.4 3.6 0.0 

left 587 524 3.0 1.6 3.8 0.0 

6 
right 581 - 0.0 1.0 3.2 0.0 

left 674 - 0.0 1.2 3.4 0.0 
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The majority of the corneal crystals were oblong and needle-shaped according to the 

IVCM recordings. Interestingly, in two patients we also found hexagonal crystals. 

In Patient 1 (8 years old) only a few of these crystals could be observed, and they were 

located in the anterior stroma (Figure 11A). In Patient 5 (26 years old), several hexagonal 

crystals of various sizes were detected in both the anterior and posterior stroma 

(Figure 11B).  

 

Figure 11. Hexagonal crystals. One hexagonal crystal is visible on the in vivo confocal microscopy image 

of a child (A). Some hexagonal crystals in adult (B). Own images, published in (56). 
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5. Discussion 

5.1. Effects of conventional cross-linking therapy in progressive keratoconus 

Regarding the investigation of the effects of CXL therapy in patients with keratoconus, 

we reported the classical corneal optical densitometry changes during 1-year follow-up 

and the impact of keratometric and pachymetric values on haze formation and corneal 

flattening.  

According to our results, an initial impairment of UCDVA and BCDVA in the first 

postoperative month could be detected. Subsequentially, this worsening was followed by 

improvement, although one year after the treatment, it was not statistically significant 

compared to the baseline value. A congruent trend could be demonstrated in the changes 

of Kmean and Kmax readings, with a peak value at 1 month but with a following significant 

flattening 12 months later. The densitometry values reached their peak between the first 

and the third months postoperatively but they began to decrease thereafter. We suppose 

that our results are in line with the previously demonstrated CXL-related cellular changes, 

i.e., keratocyte loss due to apoptosis and development of edematous and hyperreflective 

extracellular stroma (11). Presumably, during the early postoperative months, the 

CXL-induced stromal alterations cause greater keratometry and densitometry values and 

impairment of visual acuity. 

The comprehensive analysis of the optical densitometry values of the cornea showed 

increased values after CXL in the three central rings (0–2 mm, 2–6 mm, 6–10 mm). 

Changes in densitometry values could be observed in the anterior and center layers, while 

the posterior layer was spared in all regions. The explanation for this phenomenon is that 

CXL primarily exerts its effects within 300 µm depth in the corneal stroma (57, 58). 

In previous clinical trials which used slit-lamp biomicroscope for haze assessment, it has 

been shown that corneal haze typically lasts less than 12 months (59, 60). The first slit-

lamp-based grading of postoperative haze evaluation was first described by Fantes et al. 

on a scale from 0 to 4 (61). However, this method is not suitable for the detection of very 

slight changes in haze levels, thus it is not accurate enough for statistical purposes. 

Furthermore, the application of this grading is a subjective method, and it has inherent 

limitations regarding intra- and interobserver repeatability and reproducibility (62). 

The Pentacam HR Scheimpflug camera with the add-on densitometry software may 
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ensure corneal haze assessment in greater detail. In our study, it has been demonstrated 

that the densitometry values remained elevated in the anterior, center and total layers of 

0–2 mm and of 2–6 mm rings, and in the center and total layer of 6–10 mm ring compared 

to the preoperative values. The observed pattern closely resembles the results of previous 

studies in which Scheimpflug imaging was used for densitometry analysis (12, 14, 44, 

63). This suggests that persistent cellular alterations in the central regions of the cornea 

may be observed at least one year after CXL therapy.  

The available literature differs in terms of which corneal region is primarily affected 

by CXL. The majority of the studies reported that the most significant densitometry 

change is presented in the anterior layer (14, 44), however, the main involvement of the 

center layer has also been reported by some authors (12). The reason for this might be 

that the thickness of the center corneal layer differs in each subject and it is not specified 

in exact µm in Cornea Densito software. Hence, in corneas with higher thickness, the 

values obtained from the center layer may represent measurements taken from a thicker 

layer, which potentially influences the assessed results. Additionally, the different surface 

areas of examined rings may also influence the results (44). Therefore, a new additional 

calculation for densitometry data was used according to Nemeth et al. (44). With this 

calculation, we got surface area- and thickness-corrected densitometry values, which 

allowed us the possibility to evaluate values independently of the individual corneal 

thickness or different surface areas of examined rings. By utilizing the corrected 

densitometry data, our evaluation indicated that change in densitometry in the anterior 

layer of 0–2 mm ring could be observed as the most characteristic parameter of corneal 

densitometry changes.  

The majority of the available studies evaluated the relationship between CXL-related 

corneal haze and postoperative outcomes (12-14), although the impact of preoperative 

parameters on the postoperative amount of haze has remained undefined thus far. 

Significantly higher densitometry in eyes with a higher decrease in keratometry was 

reported by Pircher et al. but without clarification of the exact correlation between them 

(14). In our analysis, we evaluated the influence of the preoperative parameters, 

specifically ThCT and Kmax, which correlate with the severity of keratoconus on corneal 

haze formation and flattening. Changes in haze and in keratometry significantly 

correlated with preoperative Kmax, while no other preoperative factors showed significant 
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correlation. Recent data highlighted the importance of preoperative keratometry as a 

prognostic indicator for determining the extent of topographic flattening after CXL (64-

67). Our results also provided evidence that in corneas with higher preoperative 

keratometry readings, a greater flattening might be expected. Ultrastructural 

examinations of corneas with keratoconus revealed a high proportion of loosely packed 

and randomly oriented collagen fibrils (67). Notably, the amount of structural changes 

differs as the stage of the disease progresses (68). In the case of advanced keratoconus, 

the cross-linking effect may penetrate relatively deeper, resulting in a larger proportion 

of stroma becoming crosslinked, which may lead to a higher extent of haze. 

This phenomenon may explain the more pronounced haze formation in patients with 

higher keratometry readings, and suggest that increased densitometry values may be 

indicative of the effectiveness of CXL in terms of corneal flattening and stiffening.  

The age of patients may influence corneal transparency, as shown through Pentacam 

imaging in normal corneas (69). Thus, we incorporated the patients’ age in our analysis, 

to assess whether it has any impact on corneal haze formation. It also has been reported 

that the severity of keratoconus influences the corneal clarity: in cases of more advanced 

keratoconus, higher densitometry values may be observed due to the increasing corneal 

damage (70). Studies investigating corneal haze formation after CXL treatment vary 

regarding the age of involved patients. Some reports strictly include adults over 18 years 

(12, 14, 71, 72), while others involved patients under 18 years as well (44, 73, 74). 

However, the presented tendencies in densitometry changes are similar. According to the 

results of a recent report, significantly higher postoperative corneal haze formation can 

be expected after CXL therapy compared to adults in juvenile keratoconus (75). 

Our results suggest that the postoperative densitometry changes after CXL in adults are 

more closely related to the severity of keratoconus rather than the age of patients, which 

is in agreement with the available literature (12-14, 70). 

There are contradictory results in terms of visual outcomes after conventional CXL 

therapy. Some studies reported significant improvement in BCDVA (12, 76, 77), 

however, there are others that did not support this result (14, 63, 66). Recent data suggest 

that preoperative keratometry readings have a significant impact on postoperative visual 

acuity, with patients having higher preoperative keratometry presenting greater 

improvement in BCDVA (78-80). Previous results suggest that CXL-induced corneal 
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haze does not affect high-contrast visual acuity (14, 63). In our study, the decrease in the 

keratometry values was not accompanied by an improvement in visual acuity. Therefore, 

we evaluated the effect of densitometry values on UCDVA and BCDVA using 

generalized estimating equations. We kept the keratometry readings in the model to 

eliminate the effect of corneal irregularity characterized by higher keratometry values. 

According to this analysis, we showed that increased densitometry values negatively 

affected the visual acuity 12 months after CXL. In our cohort, although significant corneal 

flattening was found, there was no significant improvement neither in UCDVA nor in 

BCDVA at the end of the follow-up period. Based on these results, we can conclude that 

the improvement in visual acuity associated with the decrease in keratometric values may 

be impeded by haze formation, thus limiting the effectiveness of the treatment in terms 

of the improvement in vision through corneal flattening.  

Currently, there is no widely accepted protocol concerning the type of topical 

corticosteroids used in the postoperative period after CXL. According to the recent 

literature, fluorometholone is the most frequently used topical corticosteroid after CXL 

for minimizing haze formation (13, 44, 59, 81). Although the role of corticosteroids in 

the treatment of postoperative corneal haze is still questionable, the effect of different 

types of topical corticosteroids on haze formation might be different (82, 83). Haze is 

related to the stromal wound healing response, thus, theoretically, the possibility arises 

that a more pronounced haze develops when the inflammatory reaction is treated with a 

less potent anti-inflammatory agent (e.g. fluorometholone). A recent study has shown that 

keratoconic eyes may have a predisposition for developing steroid-induced ocular 

hypertension when treated with topical dexamethasone after CXL (84). However, there 

is no currently available data regarding the intraocular changes when using low-potency 

corticosteroids, such as fluorometholone, after CXL. Theoretically, in more advanced 

keratoconus, where more significant haze formation is expected, the application of potent 

topical corticosteroids may be considered with close monitoring of the intraocular 

pressure. Further research is required to investigate the impact of various topical 

corticosteroids on haze formation following CXL. 

Some limitations of our study must be mentioned. Although the follow-up period in 

our cohort was 12 months, it is possible that the degree of corneal haze may change 

beyond this time frame. This may impact the generalizability of our results to those, for 
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whom several years elapsed since the treatment. Furthermore, previous studies showed 

that the repeatability of densitometry measurement was low in CXL-treated corneas (85). 

Therefore, to obtain more exact results, it would have been preferable to use the average 

value of three measurements at each follow-up visit, but this was limited by the 

retrospective manner of our analysis. In addition, evaluating data of separated groups 

according to the severity of keratoconus might have influenced our final results. 

Estimating possible haze formation according to different stages of keratoconus based on 

a detailed classification system (such as the ABCD grading system) might be useful for 

clinicians in predicting postoperative results more accurately.  

 

5.2. Corneal microstructural alterations of patients with quiescent vernal 

keratoconjunctivitis 

Recent data suggest that due to the chronic inflammation and persistent mechanical 

trauma, several abnormalities of the ocular surface can be developed in long term in VKC 

patients. Interestingly, various subclinical alterations were reported even in 

paucisymptomatic cases, such as decreased corneal and lens transparency, an increase of 

posterior corneal astigmatism, impaired tear film stability, and greater levels of 

proinflammatory proteins in the tear film (23-25, 86). In our research, we investigated the 

corneal morphology in patients with quiescent VKC compared to healthy controls to 

determine whether subclinical morphological alterations may be observed in the cornea 

via IVCM. In addition, the morphology and density of LCs, as well as their associated 

factors were analysed.  

It has been shown previously that the local inflamed milieu in active VKC contributes 

to the development of microstructural changes mainly in the anterior corneal parts. 

These include the reduced cell number of basal epithelium and anterior stromal 

keratocytes, and a higher number of leukocytes and activated keratocytes (22, 26, 28). 

The impaired structure of the SBNP was also demonstrated, consisting of lower density 

and length of fibers, decreased number of branches, and higher grade of tortuosity (28). 

In our study, we could not observe any differences in asymptomatic VKC compared to 

healthy subjects neither in terms of cell densities of corneal layers nor regarding the 

morphology of SBNP. Our findings indicate that during the quiescent phase, the corneal 
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microstructural abnormalities appear to recover without resulting in any permanent 

morphological lesion.  

Corneal LCs have an essential role in the activation of naive T-cells and in determining 

the type of immune response. This is accomplished by affecting the cytokine environment 

of activated T-cells in allergic reactions (87, 88). Corneal LCs can be observed in a 

healthy cornea as well, and their phenotype depends on their maturity. Immature cells 

typically have large cell bodies and short or absent processes. Conversely, smaller cell 

bodies with longer dendrites are related to the maturation process (3). Upon different 

stimuli, immature LCs can capture antigens and undergo a transformation into a mature 

phenotype to present antigens to T-cells. This process includes the migration of LCs from 

the limbus to the central cornea (48, 89-91). IVCM is a valuable tool in the imaging of 

corneal LCs, and the distinguishment of mature and immature forms from other structures 

can be easily performed with it (92). In some recent studies, a higher percentage of LCs 

in eyes with VKC compared to healthy controls was observed during the active phase of 

the disease (27, 90). Analysing the asymptomatic corneas of VKC subjects in our study 

showed that the proportion of patients with detectable LCs was similar in both the VKC 

group (80%) and in healthy controls (76%). However, the density of LCs in the central 

cornea was significantly higher in VKC compared to controls. Furthermore, LCs with 

elongated dendrites were also presented, which indicates a maturation process and 

potential activity. Measurement of LCF, which is related to the maturity of the cells (52), 

has revealed that the LCs of patients with VKC have enlarged field areas compared to the 

LCs of healthy subjects. These novel findings indicate that certain triggering factors exist 

even in the inactive phase of VKC, which contributes to maintaining an active 

inflammatory process in the cornea, thus, increasing the density of resident LCs and 

stimulating the maturation process in the absence of clinically manifest ocular 

inflammation.  

The cobblestone-like formation of giant papillae is a characteristic symptom of VKC. 

The fibrovascular proliferation of the conjunctival stroma, hence the formation of giant 

papillae is facilitated by Th2-type cytokines and various growth factors such as TGF-β, 

bFGF, and PDGF (17). Typically, active local inflammation results in the enlargement of 

the papillae up to 5 mm in size, mucoid discharge accumulation on the top, and the 

development of hyperemia. Although giant papillae are commonly associated with active 
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local inflammation, the tissue remodeling changes can lead to the permanent presence of 

papillary hypertrophy. Thus, they may be present even in the off-season of the disease, 

without any local signs of disease activity (15). It has been suggested before that chronic 

disturbance of the ocular surface can lead to a shift toward the activation of an 

inflammatory response, which involves the recruitment of LCs (92). A previous study has 

indicated that patients with quiescent VKC have reduced corneal optical transparency 

compared to healthy individuals, suggesting subclinical alteration of corneal 

microstructure. These findings have been attributed to the assumption that recurrent 

microtrauma due to the eye-rubbing and protruding tarsal papillae may be the underlying 

cause (23). Our analysis demonstrated that the degree of papillary hypertrophy closely is 

correlated with the LCD, LCM, and LCF. Specifically, the more severe papillary 

hypertrophy was associated with higher density and higher maturation stage of these cells. 

Presumably, giant papillae play a role in producing persistent mechanical irritation of the 

corneal surface, which may, in turn, facilitate the enrollment and maturation of LCs. 

Thus, for patients with persistent papillary hypertrophy, the use of topical treatment 

(e.g., lubricants) may be advisable even during the inactive phase of the disease. 

However, further longitudinal studies are required to clarify the clinical role and exact 

relationship between the increased activity of LCs and long-term alterations of the ocular 

surface or of the cornea.  

There might be some other unknown triggering factors, which may contribute to the 

increased activity of LCs. Subclinical tear film dysfunction in patients with quiescent 

VKC has been reported by Villani et al. (24). Inadequate hydration of the ocular surface 

leads to the induction of proinflammatory cytokines, including IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, and 

TNF-α (93). It has been confirmed that these cytokines may induce the recruitment and 

maturation of LCs implying that abnormalities in the tear film stability may serve as a 

potential trigger for LCs maturation (94). Previous studies demonstrated that increased 

density and activity of LCs can be observed in the central cornea in patients with systemic 

diseases characterized by chronic inflammation, even in the absence of ocular symptoms 

(49-51). Thus, we hypothesized that atopy may affect the LC population of the cornea, 

but we could not confirm this in our analysis due to the lack of statistical significance. 

Our study was focused on identifying morphological changes, although simultaneous 

examination of the tear protein profile and tear film function in correlation with the 
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alterations in LCs could have provided additional insight into the connection between the 

LC presence and ocular surface disturbances. Examination of the limbal area with IVCM 

could have yielded additional data on morphological changes, as immunological 

processes in the limbus also have a significant role in the pathophysiology of the ocular 

surface (95). Although the rare occurrence of VKC might have imposed limitations on 

the study sample size, our results provide new insights into the course of VKC and present 

an accurate characterization of the corneal alterations associated with this ocular surface 

disease.  

 

5.3. Corneal alterations in nephropathic cystinosis 

To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first in the literature that investigated 

the properties of cystine crystal localization in cystinosis in relation to age using both 

IVCM and AS-OCT imaging. In our study, we reported the characteristics of the 

appearance of cystine crystals analysing the records of 12 eyes of 6 patients with 

nephropathic cystinosis. In the case of 5 out of 6 patients, we observed epithelial 

involvement, consistent with the findings of several previous studies (6, 32, 36, 38). 

Notably, in all cases in our cohort, the endothelium was spared, although previous data 

indicate that endothelial involvement may also occur (40, 96).  

There are contradictory data in the available literature concerning the stromal pattern 

of corneal crystal deposition in cystinosis. While most of the studies describe that the 

majority of the deposits are located in either the anterior or posterior stroma (36, 39), 

there are some case reports, which demonstrate the main involvement of the middle layer 

(35, 38). It has been previously confirmed by histopathological and clinical studies that 

crystal deposition begins at the anterior and peripheral part of the cornea and gradually 

spreads posteriorly and centrally with aging (40, 97, 98). Our findings were consistent 

with these previous reports, i.e., in the three children, crystal deposition was primarily 

observed in the anterior stroma, whereas in adults, the posterior stroma had the highest 

crystal density. We also demonstrated that despite this localization trend, crystal 

deposition could be observed in full stromal thickness in all ages. According to our data, 

both AS-OCT and IVCM confirmed that accumulation of the crystal deposits has an 

increasing tendency in the posterior stroma with aging.  
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Our findings suggest that the cystine crystal deposition might cause alterations in the 

keratocyte population. The IVCM images revealed keratocyte dropout in the regions 

where significant crystal deposition was observed. Specifically, in children with 

cystinosis, no loss of keratocytes was found in the posterior stromal regions, whereas in 

adults, keratocytes were absent throughout the full corneal thickness. In vitro studies 

reported progressive keratocyte disruption, keratocyte loss in corneal cystinosis, and a 

higher apoptotic rate in nephropathic cystinotic fibroblasts (99, 100). These findings are 

consistent with our in vivo findings in terms of the absence of keratocytes in affected 

areas.  

Interestingly, we observed hexagonal-shaped crystals in two patients located in the 

stroma. Previous histopathological and IVCM studies reported that the cystine crystals 

are typically needle-shaped in the cornea (39, 40, 101, 102), while they might be 

hexagonal or polygonal in other organs (103). The role of stromal collagen in needle-

shaped crystallization was emphasized by Dixon et al. (104). According to their results, 

due to the charge-charge interactions between the anionic collagen fibrils and cationic 

cystine, cystine amino acid is bound to the surface of collagen. The tightly located 

collagen lamellae inhibit the three-dimensional growth, hence the polygonal forming of 

crystals (104). The presence of hexagonal deposits in our patients indicates that the 

regular, tightly packed structure of the collagen lamellae in the cornea may be disrupted, 

potentially allowing for the growth of the crystals not only in parallel but in vector 

direction as well. 

Several age-related corneal complications have been reported in nephropathic 

cystinosis including band keratopathy, corneal neovascularization, and scarring, although 

the exact cause of these complications remained unclear (105, 106). So far, we are not 

aware of any association between the changes in stromal microarchitecture and the risk 

of developing any late-onset corneal complication in nephropathic cystinosis. However, 

further studies are required to elucidate whether the crystal location and stromal 

alterations have a role in the development of late-onset complications. 

All involved subjects underwent AS-OCT examination in our analysis, which could 

be performed easily due to its noninvasive manner even in young patients (see the 

8-year-old subject in our study). Cross-sectional scans ensure an easy determination of 

the most affected parts of the cornea, although neither epithelial nor endothelial 
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involvement could be assessed using this imaging method due to its lower resolution. 

Additionally, corneal scarring made impossible the exact DCD measurement, hence 

crystals are not visible in the area of the scar. According to our findings, due to its higher 

magnification and higher resolution, IVCM is more precise than AS-OCT for the 

assessment of cystine crystals. With this method it is possible to evaluate the epithelial 

and endothelial involvement. Additionally, this technique ensured the imaging of deposits 

in regions of corneal scarring as well. Moreover, we found deposits throughout the entire 

corneal thickness in all patients, even in those who had only anterior corneal involvement 

according to the AS-OCT images. Despite the precise assessment of corneal involvement, 

IVCM might be not suitable for patients who have difficulties with contact examination. 

In several previous studies, the Gahl-score was utilized for the assessment of corneal 

involvement, which is a set of slit-lamp photographs of corneas containing cystine 

crystals at different densities (37). Later, a new IVCM scoring system has been published 

by Labbé et al., which provides a more accurate evaluation of crystal density and enables 

the comparative evaluation of crystal density in different layers of the cornea (36).  

Theoretically, it cannot be ruled out that the continuous administration of the regularly 

applied eye drop in patients with cystinosis, i.e., the topical CH drop may influence the 

corneal crystal arrangement. Currently, there are no available studies about the lifelong 

effects of topical CH drops on the arrangement of deposits and about its impact on 

age-dependent changes. The diffusion of hydrophilic CH through the lipophilic 

epithelium is low (107). The aqueous formulation of the commonly used CH drops results 

in a short corneal contact time, hence, the dose regimen is frequent up to 12 times per day 

(108). These factors impose a significant burden on patients and may lead to poor 

adherence to the suggested therapy (108). The efficacy of 0.1% CH drops in reducing 

crystal density is low even in anterior stroma (109). These limits make it less likely that 

topical CH would have a profound impact on crystal arrangement at full corneal depth.  

The potential limitation of our study could be the low number of cases. However, the 

rarity of nephropathic cystinosis could not make it possible to involve more patients. 

The available data about the assessment of crystal localization using IVCM and/or 

AS-OCT is limited (35, 36, 38, 39). Considering this limitation, we believe that our study 

provides important findings and shows clearly the inherent tendency between the age and 

stromal density of the deposited crystals. We attempted to divide the patients into two 
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subgroups to represent the differences between younger and older ages. However, due to 

the low sample size of our cohort, we were unable to statistically evaluate the average 

values of these groups. Our study was not primarily concerned with the distinction 

between children and adults in terms of the deposition of crystals but showed the 

relationship between the localization of the crystals and the age of the patients. Due to the 

rare occurrence of cystinosis, recruiting a large cohort of these patients of different ages 

is challenging, but it could provide precise statistical evaluation, which may confirm our 

results.   
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6. Conclusions 

According to our results, the followings can be concluded:  

 

The microstructural corneal changes after conventional epi-off CXL therapy for 

progressive keratoconus can be detected even one year after the surgery with the optical 

densitometry module of the Pentacam HR Scheimpflug camera. Our results showed that 

the greater preoperative Kmax values are associated with a greater increase in corneal 

densitometry and a greater corneal flattening effect postoperatively. Thus, CXL treatment 

has a greater regularizing effect in more advanced keratoconus, however it is followed by 

a more prominent haze formation. Additionally, we demonstrated that despite CXL 

therapy being effective in increasing the stability of corneal ectasia and reducing 

keratometry, visual acuity may be limited by the loss of transparency.  

 

Regarding the corneal microstructure in patients with quiescent VKC compared to 

healthy subjects, no morphological changes were presented in terms of cell densities of 

different corneal layers or SBNP morphology investigated via IVCM. However, 

increased density and maturation stage of LCs could be revealed in VKC patients in 

relation to the severity of tarsal hypertrophy. According to the sustained presence of LCs 

in elevated density and in a larger proportion of mature phenotype, chronic, ongoing 

activation of immune response and the sustained inflammatory process can be indicated, 

even in the absence of clinically manifested symptoms.  

 

In nephropathic cystinosis, both AS-OCT and IVCM appear to be valuable imaging 

methods for the detection of the morphological characteristics of cystine crystal 

deposition and corneal structural changes. We demonstrated that there is a tendency for 

age-related distribution of crystal deposition with concomitant loss of keratocytes. 

Our results also showed that, in addition to needle-shaped crystals, hexagonal crystals 

may occur in the stroma in some cases, which may indicate a disruption of the structure 

of collagen lamellae. 
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7. Summary 

The contemporary anterior segment-imaging techniques allow us the quantitative 

evaluation of certain parameters of corneal structure and may broaden our knowledge of 

the pathophysiology of various diseases. In our studies, we used various imaging methods 

to investigate the corneal microstructure from different aspects and to visualize 

characteristic alterations in different clinical conditions.  

First, a retrospective analysis was performed on 47 eyes of 47 patients with progressive 

keratoconus using the Pentacam HR Scheimpflug camera before and 1, 3, 6, and 12 

months after CXL therapy. The study was focused on the changes in corneal densitometry 

values, which are indicative of the natural course of the most characteristic CXL-related 

structural alteration, i.e., the stromal haze formation. Besides, the changes in visual acuity, 

pachymetry keratometry, and the effects of densitometry values on visual outcomes were 

analysed. Our findings indicated that in more advanced keratoconus more significant 

corneal flattening parallel with haze formation can be observed. Moreover, despite the 

significant reduction of keratometry, postoperative haze may limit the final visual acuity.  

In the second study, 20 patients with quiescent VKC and 25 controls were compared 

in terms of cell density of different corneal layers and morphology of SBNP using IVCM 

in a cross-sectional manner. The main aim of this study was to assess whether any signs 

of an ongoing inflammatory process or of long-term structural alteration can be observed. 

Our data showed that in quiescent VKC, LCD, LCM, and LCF were increased, and they 

were associated with the severity of papillary hypertrophy. Alterations of Langerhans 

cells indicate a subclinical inflammatory process without ocular symptoms.  

In our third study, we analysed the characteristics of crystal arrangement in different 

corneal layers and assessed morphological changes in relation to age in three children and 

three adults who had nephropathic cystinosis using IVCM and AS-OCT in a 

cross-sectional manner. Our results confirmed an age-related pattern of crystal deposition. 

In children, crystals tend to locate anteriorly, while in adults, deposits are found 

posteriorly in the corneal stroma.  

Our studies conducted on CXL-treated keratoconus, quiescent VKC, and nephropathic 

cystinosis revealed novel findings regarding corneal microstructural alterations and may 

contribute to a better understanding of the course of these conditions. 
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